The World According to Seth
Written by Margaret Griffis Photos by Silvia Ros
It’s made up of Miami memories, mementos, and a million other things -- literally
Beyond the seashore, beyond Ocean Drive, and
even beyond the cabaret district there’s a Miami
Beach that’s very different from the one usually
portrayed in the media. Sure, the beautiful beach
bunnies and wild club kids are part of the
mystique, but for thousands of natives, those who
worked on as well as played on the million dollar
sandbar, there’s another story that rarely gets told - or at least told well.
Enter Seth H. Bramson, a colorful character who
lived and breathed that Miami Beach during what
may have been its golden era. Now a Miami
Seth Bramson with wife Myrna, who persuaded him Shores resident, Bramson just published his 16th
history book, Sunshine, Stone Crabs and
to move to Miami Shores.
Cheesecake: The Story of Miami Beach, which
covers the city’s history from 1870 to the present - as seen from a native’s point of view, an angle he believes gives his book an edge over comparable
surveys.
Bramson’s personal Miami Beach story began in 1946, when his family moved down from New York just
as Seth was getting out of diapers. Soon thereafter his father cultivated a growing obsession with all things
railroad by frequently taking him to the Buena Vista railway yards to watch the trains. (The site is now
occupied by the Midtown Miami development.)
This early fascination led to Bramson’s lifelong desire to collect the history and mementos of the Florida
East Coast Railway. From there he expanded into general Floridiana. “Expanded” is an understatement.
The Bramson collection, which continues to grow at an almost alarming rate, is estimated to now top
1,000,000 items, and takes up enough space inside his Shores home to fill a one-bedroom apartment, floor
to ceiling. In 1996 the historical value of this personal quest was acknowledged by officials at the railway.
Then-FEC president Carl Zellers named Bramson the FEC’s official “company historian.”
Along the way, the 65-year-old author has worked in management positions at Beach hotels, the Playboy
Club on Biscayne Boulevard at 77th Street, and the Miami Shores Country Club. He has also earned
degrees from St. Thomas University, Florida International University, and Cornell. Currently he is an
adjunct professor of history and historian in residence at Barry University, adjunct professor of history at
FIU, and historian in residence at FIU’s Osher Lifelong Learning Institute. He’s also a proud member of
Miami Beach High’s Class of 1962.
For some people, history is a straightforward
collection of events interpreted neutrally. For
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others like Bramson, history at its best creates an
intimate connection between the past and present.
While reading Bramson’s 2005 Miami Beach
(Images of America Series), I noticed a credit
given to Joy Van Wye Malakoff, an acquaintance
whose mother is mentioned in the book. Malakoff
recounts that her mom found her way into the book
after Bramson rummaged through a box of family
photographs.
A plate from Henry Flagler’s Royal Palm Hotel, one
She was delighted to work with Bramson, whom
of many such decorative plates.
she counts on to help her recall anything historical,
but what she most likes is his approach: “People
usually publish pictures of buildings, but not pictures of families sitting around the pool, or playing cards,
at parties wearing their mink stoles. You just don’t usually find that in a history book. It personalizes the
history more.”
I’d been warned that Bramson is “intense,” “abrasive,” and even “profane,” so I really didn’t know what to
expect when I arrived at the “museum” for a tour. He charmingly answers the door wearing his “WE BUY
MIAMI MEMORABILIA & FLORIDIANA” badge. We quickly trade stories and play six-degrees of
separation over our Miami Beach upbringings. Although Bramson and I are a generation apart, there are
plenty of touchstones. Who else around here remembers the Governor Cafeteria, the old dog track, or the
Boom Boom Room? Bramson does -- and then some.
He’s polite, even affable. A hospitality degree from Cornell seems to have paid off, but he also reminds me
a bit of Barbara Baer Capitman, the feisty preservationist widely credited with saving Miami Beach’s Art
Deco buildings from the wrecking ball. In the mid-1970s, she helped found the Miami Design Preservation
League. Through their lobbying, the Art Deco District in 1979 was placed on the National Register of
Historic Places. But according to Capitman’s 1990 New York Times obituary, “her outspoken, unorthodox
manner later led to her ouster from the group.” Likewise, Bramson is an equally passionate individual,
guided by his desire to preserve the past. He may simply rub some people the wrong way, but I like him.
The Bramson collection is ensconced in a modest
1953 home located in the heart of Miami Shores.
At nearly 2500 square feet, the house would be
more than enough for Bramson, his wife of 33
years Myrna, and their three cats -- if not for the
obsession lurking around ever corner. The airy
living room belies the cramped clutter hiding on
the other side of the walls, but it is also where the
tour begins.

Heart of the Bramson Collection: The garage is
stuffed with hundreds of thousands of objects, each
one easily located -- by Bramson alone.

A cabinet containing a set of dinner china and
sundry tchotchkes is the first stop. Bramson pulls
out a plate from downtown Miami’s Royal Palm
Hotel -- the area’s first luxury hostelry. It was torn
down in 1930, but it is ground zero for the story of
Greater Miami. Then Bramson presents another
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one easily located -- by Bramson alone.
dish, then another. There are so many that the
chances must be fairly high Henry Flagler himself ate from at least one of them.
An office off the living room is filled with files and boxes. Among the relics is a gorgeous 1948 4x5 color
positive (a type of large photographic slide) of red-and-yellow Florida East Coast Railway locomotives
parked next to the Miami-Dade County Courthouse on Flagler Street. There’s also a copy of Mary Lily
Kenan Flagler Bingham’s (the Widow Flagler) last will and Henry’s actual letter to railroad officials
stating, “I am extending the railroad to Biscayne Bay.”
Bramson has transformed a breakfast nook into a small library. On display is a large and very early
photograph of the dock at Miami Beach’s Biscayne Street, where a ferry once dropped off the island’s first
tourists. Even the kitchen holds a few gems from places such as Royal Castle and Pumpernik’s.
Like all good hosts, Bramson saves the dessert for last. What should be a garage housing two or three cars
instead holds the bulk of his collection. It smells like an old library -- a little dusty, a lot aging paper. It’s
so crammed together that a loose shoelace could inflict damage on a priceless memento. Large pictures fill
the aisles, and tiny photographic negatives are stuffed into various cabinets. There are so many priceless
treasures here -- railroad uniforms, ancient tax rolls, on and on and on until Bramson stumbles across an
empty drawer and briefly considers finding something to stuff in it. Only his smile lets on that he’s joking.
His boast of possessing the largest private collection of Floridiana, however, appears to be true. He says the
Historical Museum of Southern Florida once sent a couple of researchers over to confirm his claim (or
more likely to refute it). With a sparkle in his eye, Bramson recounts how they forfeited the challenge,
unable to complete the count in the few hours they allotted themselves.
So where did it all come from? Much of it was
purchased from dealers, estate sales, and shops,
but a considerable amount of the treasure has been
donated to him. In the late 1970s, when Miami
Beach closed its old city hall on Washington
Avenue for renovations, he took home a priceless
collection of photographs and paperwork the city
simply threw away. Many railroad items came
from the Florida East Coast Railway itself. Lucky
for them, too. He says they once sheepishly called
to see if he happened to have their original
corporate charter. He did!

FEC railroad lanterns are among the countless objects
and documents Bramson has collected from the
company’s past.

The personal stories and family photos come from
a broad network of friends and acquaintances. For
Sunshine and Stone Crabs he found Jim Allison’s
great grandniece and learned how crucial Allison Island’s namesake was to the creation of Miami Beach.
It’s the first time this story has been told in print. Isadore Cohen’s descendants (the first permanent Jewish
family in Miami) gave Bramson their collection specifically because they felt he would be most apt to
share it with the public. They feared a traditional museum would hide the items in a basement, where only
the occasional scholar would see it.
Some may dismiss his collecting as a mere obsession, not a clearly defined scholarly pursuit. But his
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diligence has been rewarded. In addition to lending details and innumerable photographs to his books, the
collection benefits researchers Bramson occasionally invites to his home, as well as other individuals and
organizations who inquire about a railroad or historical topic. He also loans out materials upon request.

Inquiring minds want to know: Is Bramson a
scholarly collector of historically significant material,
or is he just a pack rat?

But shouldn’t a collection of objects this vast, and
of such historical value, be housed more
professionally and securely? In an adequately
sized, temperature-controlled, fire-proof
environment? Bramson laments that no one yet has
come forward with such a gracious offer. And
while the collection seems haphazardly clumped
together and is certainly unwieldy, it seems to be
fairly well organized -- at least Bramson himself
knows where everything is located.
Uncharacteristically he clams up when asked how
much he’s spent or the monetary value of his
priceless collection. If there is an insurance bill, he
refuses to discuss it as well. As for its final resting
place when Bramson himself becomes a part of
history? That is known only to him and his family
members, who have confidential instructions as to

its disposition.
During a break from the archives, though, Bramson mentions being kept at arm’s length by the degreed
historians in town. “Degreed” as opposed to “professional.” He considers himself more than just an
amateur at this point, and rightly so. A quick scan of his résumé proves it. But it’s the lack of a formal
history degree that he believes relegates him to second-class status. Of course he refuses to utter any
names, but he does refer to a couple of the suspects as the “Fountain of Misinformation” and the “Queen
Bee.”
Paul George, historian at the Historical Museum of Southern Florida, seems a good candidate for the role
of “Fountain of Misinformation.” (Is Arva Moore Parks perhaps the “Queen Bee”?) He’s well known
locally for his guided tours and holds a Ph.D. in history from Florida State University. During a phone
interview, George is too polite to say there is any bad blood, though he admits knowing that Bramson has
“that feeling that he’s kind of put down and all, but there are other avocational historians who are embraced
by [the museum] and have been great contributors.” He does mention without prompting that Bramson is a
“self-taught” historian, so it could be that Bramson has a point. Who wants to be merely a “contributor”
when you can control the materials instead?
George continues: “There’s so much room for many historians in the area. There’s a lot of history down
here and it’s a great, layered history. I would welcome him into the loop.” George then offers to sit down
to a cup of coffee with Bramson just to clear the air, and even says that Bramson “obviously loves the city
and has poured a lot into the railroad, which is important. [Bramson’s] done these pictorials lately that are
just wonderful. The proverbial picture really is worth a thousand words.”
Regardless of how his peers may treat him,
Bramson’s devotion has given him the opportunity
to pen 16 books and more than 70 articles. (Two
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more books, on North Miami Beach and
Hallandale Beach, are on their way.) There are
countless requests for information, lectures, and
tours. The 160-page Sunshine and Stone Crabs
($19.99 from History Press) itself has already
presold 1000 copies, which makes it an authentic
hit in industry circles. About 90 percent of the 199
images have never been published before, so it is
bound to sell even more when locals get their
hands on it.

Bramson displays a sampling of his 16 books, all of
which are heavily illustrated, some of which account
for respectable sales figures.

Why did he leave the Beach, though? Wife Myrna
pushed him, and he’s grateful for that. “Living
here has been good for us and exposed me,
through the country club, to a lot of very nice people,” he says. However, he also feels he’s a “prophet
without honor in his own country.” When his Boulevard of Dreams: A Pictorial History of El Portal,
Biscayne Park, Miami Shores and North Miami was published in 2007, Bramson hoped the Miami Shores
Chamber of Commerce would help him promote the book. Instead, Bramson says, the chamber claimed its
events schedule was booked a year in advance. Several neighboring towns he has chronicled welcomed him
with open arms immediately, but not his adopted hometown.
Perhaps there are a few more cups of coffee to be
had in Bramson’s future.
Feedback: letters@biscaynetimes.com

Painted postcard showing NE 2nd Avenue in Miami
Shores, looking north toward 96th Street. Circa 1945?
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